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The Unix operating system is the basis for some of today's most-used platforms, including Mac OS® X and Linux®. This book covers Unix basics for these as well as the more commonly recognized Sun Solaris and BSD.
First, you will learn Unix terminology, core concepts, methodology, and how to log in and out. You'll progress to customizing your work environment and learning commands. Then you'll be ready to learn to manage processes, handle security, automate tasks with shell scripting in Perl, install Unix programs, and back up your data. To facilitate the process, you can use the Knoppix distribution on the CD-ROM to work in a Unix environment without installing Unix.     

What you will learn from this book     

	Different configuration options in the Unix shell
	Advanced tools and commands, including regular expressions, Sed, and AWK
	Fundamental ways to enhance Unix system security
	Basic programming, including shell scripting and Perl programming
	Network administration and additional aspects of communicating with other operating systems
	How to convert Windows and Mac OS commands and concepts to Unix


Who this book is for     

This book is for anyone interested in learning the concepts of the Unix operating system in any of its derivatives. It is designed for the absolute beginner, but it can also be a valuable refresher course for those with some knowledge of Unix and a useful resource for those who want to transfer knowledge from Mac OS or Windows to Unix or its derivatives.     

Wrox Beginning guides are crafted to make learning programming languages and technologies easier than you think, providing a structured, tutorial format that will guide you through all the techniques involved.          
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Component Database Systems (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2000
I recently came across a fascinating book, Regional Advantage—Culture and Competition in Silicon Valley and Route 128.1 The author compares the rise and dominance of Silicon Valley during the 1970s and 1980s with the slow decline of Route 128 during the 1980s and hypothesizes that the contrasts in development were mainly due to the large...
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The Austin Protocol Compiler (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2004
The TAP notation uses two types of semantics: an abstract semantics for protocol verifiers and a concrete semantics for protocol implementers. The Austin Protocol Compiler illustrates that two types of semantics of TAP are equivalent. Thus, the correctness of TAP specification of some protocol, that is established based on the...
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Programming ArcGIS 10.1 with Python CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book provides the recipes you need to use Python with AcrGIS for more effective geoprocessing. Shortcuts, scripts, tools, and customizations put you in the driving seat and can dramatically speed up your workflow.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to create geoprocessing scripts with ArcPy
	
		Customize...
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Cardiogenic Shock (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2002

	Leading world authorities drawn from cardiology, surgery, pediatrics, internal medicine, and basic science comprehensively survey the diagnostic, therapeutic, and prognostic aspects of cardiogenic shock. These experts describe the different scenarios leading to cardiogenic shock, the ways to diagnose their causes, the unique therapeutic...
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Kali Linux Wireless Penetration Testing EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Plan and execute penetration tests on wireless networks with the Kali Linux distribution


	About This Book

	
		Learn the fundamentals of wireless LAN security and penetration testing
	
		Discover and attack wireless networks using specialized Kali Linux tools
	
		A step-by-step,...
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Data Analysis with Python: A Modern ApproachPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn a modern approach to data analysis using Python to harness the power of programming and AI across your data. Detailed case studies bring this modern approach to life across visual data, social media, graph algorithms, and time series analysis.

	
		Key Features

		
			Bridge your data analysis...
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